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Abstract— Population characteristics such as density or

dispersion are heavily used in exploring the viability of
infrastructure investments and telecommunication networks’
development, but not much attention has been paid to the effects
of distribution of population sizes. In this paper, a fast method is
presented for estimating the backbone network cost using
population size distribution as an input parameter, which is
discovered to play a significant role in cost behavior. Combining a
variation of the already proposed gravity model for creating
realistic complex network topologies with Pareto distribution
model for city sizes, allows building simulations, and presenting
results for fixed operators’ backbone network growth. An
application of the methodology is also illustrated, providing
estimation and comparison of the network cost for three
European countries while increasing their population coverage.
The main aim of this work is to provide a simple tool for rapid
cost estimation of a countrywide physical backbone network and
highlight the population distribution impact, assisting both
telecommunication providers and regulators.

Index Terms— backbone network topology, gravity model,
population coverage, population distribution, spatial network
growth.

I. INTRODUCTION

HEN an operator is planning to enter or expand in the
backbone network market, either as a service provider

or a wholesaler, it is crucial to consider the expected cost of
investment, among others. It is often spent substantial time and
resources to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of
deployment costs in particular countries or regions. Long
techno-economic analyses specific to each region are a
commonplace to determine the feasibility of the project. They
usually combine information on telecommunication services
demand and costs with geographic and demographic
characteristics, and can demonstrate how cost structure is
affected while expanding the network [1]. Most times results
show that operators should not develop network infrastructure
in remote or rural high-cost areas, because investment is not
commercially viable [2]. Similar results are expected in the
backbone network as well.

In the backbone, the central part of a network that handles
the major traffic, what operators have deployed most of the
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times is microwave radio or satellite links especially when
connecting remote and small sites [3]. These solutions are
usually capable of delivering speeds that meet the current
traffic needs and are relatively cheap solutions. However, their
capacity can meet only a small portion of broadband demand
for the foreseeable future. On the contrary, wireline solutions
such as fiber-optics will always offer more capacity, paying a
high price wherever developed. It is generally assumed that
fiber-optic infrastructure will eventually dominate in
connecting large cities and small towns and replacing most of
today’s backbone wireless technologies.

That physical backbone network construction does not
usually follow a strict topology pattern, but a number of rules-
of-thumb, or even better complex rules. This explains why
each operator has built a very different backbone network [4-
6] and only few contributions have been made on backbone
network modeling [5, 6]. Backbones actually connect and
serve areas where populations are located and this makes
population distributions a presumable factor to consider their
influence on the network design [7-9], and cost [9-11].
According to [12] a telecommunications system is not just a
technological system but a complex system of people and
technology. Also, [13] supports that the interconnectivity of
spatially distributed populations is a key to the construction of
bottom-up models of techno-social systems. It is therefore of
importance to introduce population size distribution in a
network cost estimation method and investigate if it has a
notable effect on deployment cost, focusing here in terrestrial
cable networks i.e. fiber-optics, that need ducts for installation,
besides the traditional approach of taking into account only
customer distribution and forecasted sales.

This analysis will endeavor to do three things; (1) propose a
fast methodology for estimating the backbone cost (2)
determine the effect of population distribution in the backbone
cost (3) apply the methodology and try to validate it in three
European countries of different scale of population
distribution.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2,
contains a review of previous related studies. The
methodology, the assumptions and the resulting distributions
are presented in Section 3, the dataset and the results of
applying the methodology are in Section 4, while Section 5
concludes the analysis.
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II. BACKBONE TOPOLOGY REPRESENTATION

A. Network Models
Understanding the complex and evolving nature of networks

and especially their interactions with locations and populations
has garnered an increasing amount of interest [7, 8, 10, 14-16].
In recent years several contributions have been made on
modeling network topology of air transportation, electricity,
social or telecommunication networks [16-22].

Despite the engineer’s dominant role, as in the case of the
topology of backbone networks at the physical level, emergent
and unplanned topological traits appear in [15, 21, 23]. They
rarely can be described by traditional patterns such as star,
bus, ring, hierarchical or full mesh topologies. A variety of
approaches from complex network theory have been discussed
lately on the complex formation for most of these networks.
This research area involves networks with non-trivial
topological features that are neither purely regular nor purely
random. Complex network theory influenced by ideas and
tools from graph theory and statistical physics has led to the
creation of numerous growth models [17-19, 24]. Some of
these models seem to be promising for the representation of
realistic, still not cost-optimized, large-scale backbone
networks.

The proposed models could be divided into three categories;
those that focus on node degree properties and ignore
geography, those that involve real space limitations and finally
those that consider intrinsic attributes of nodes.

The oldest model in the first category is the Erd�s–Rényi
random graph model [24], which has proven to be an
unrealistic pattern of real-world networks [17]. A widely
accepted model in the first category is the Barabási–Albert
model [17], in which a new node is more likely to be
connected to an already well-connected node, using a
preferential attachment mechanism. This concept has been
employed to explain the existence of power-laws in several
layers of networks’ topologies [25]. However, in the case of
backbone networks this perspective does not seem to be
realistic because geographical distances have been omitted,
which are an important cost factor [18]. On the second
category, Waxman’s [26] and Barthelemy’s [18] models are
good candidates for applying in backbone networks; however,
they are too simplistic [5] and fail to describe any traffic flow
effects on topology [5, 22]. Gravity models can be considered
to establish a third class. They are mathematical models based
on an analogy with Newton’s gravitational law, later proposed
to be applied to international trade flows [27], and recently to
telecommunication traffic [19, 20, 22].

Gravity models use intrinsic attributes of the nodes to
represent their fitness to win edges, where fitness could be
interpreted as social skills, GDP, business employees, number
of Internet hosts, or populations, etc [22, 28]. They combine
these intrinsic attributes and the geographical influence in a try
to predict the traffic level between nodes, and to construct the
network more efficiently [22]. In regards to telecommunication
interactions between cities, the gravity-like models relate

traffic to population and distance [9, 20, 28]. Specifically, the
magnitude of inter-city traffic flows is estimated as an
increasing function of the population sizes of communicating
partners, and a decreasing function of the distance between
them. One of the many variations for traffic between nodes i
and j takes the form [19]:

2~
ij

ji
ij d

MM
T (1)

where T is the expected traffic, d is the distance between the
nodes and M is usually represented by population sizes for
simplicity, as in [19, 20, 22]. The general concept is that after
estimating the average traffic volumes (fluctuations are
omitted, although there is evidence of their importance [29]) of
every node pair between new node and old nodes, they are
arranged in descending order, and then these pairs are
connected in sequence of T until an edge threshold is reached.

B. Population Parameters
As far as population metrics are concerned, a principal

measure used in techno-economics literature is population
density, which is a measurement of population in a unit area
[2, 16, 30]. Another key term is population dispersion which
measures how population is spread in an area and is usually
associated with the percentage of the landmass inhabited by a
certain percentage of population [30]. They either calculate
average quantities or just give little knowledge about the
relative proportion of population sizes and their spatial
distribution. The aforementioned information is necessary for
studying the traffic patterns, thus the efficient topology of the
backbone network. Unfortunately, both of these metrics are
incapable of providing sufficient information for developing a
backbone network, but could be valuable for the deployment
of the access network [2]. However, connecting cities is
different from connecting intra-city locations. An alternative
way to examine the effects of geodemography on coverage is
by considering the distribution of population sizes within
countries. It would be rationale to suggest that a country with
the majority of its population clustered in a few geographic
areas should be easier to cover with telecommunication
networks [30]. This convenience, in turn, could indicate higher
potential for serving a big part of the population with low cost
than a country with a more uniform population distribution.

The literature on the population distribution of city sizes is
extensive, focusing mainly on applying power-law or Pareto
distribution [31, 32]. The form of the size distribution of cities
as first suggested in [33] takes the following Pareto
distribution

axAy ���    (2)

where x is a particular population size, y is the number of cities
with populations greater than x, and A and � are constants (A,
�>0). The term � is also called “Pareto exponent”. The size
distribution, when plotted on double logarithmic axes, shows a
remarkable linear pattern where the slope of the line is
approximately -1, corresponding to the Zipf distribution. The
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               (a)                                   (b)                                 (c)
Fig. 2.  Typical networks for the same area (1000x1000), same total population
and different population distributions (a) �=0,7 (b) �=1,1 (c) �=1,7.

Fig. 1.  Typical population distribution is a power-law distribution.
The case of Bulgaria (2001).

“Pareto exponent” is a measure of how evenly distributed the
population is. The higher the value of �,  the more uniform in
size the cities are. The empirical validity of the Pareto
principle for cities has recently been examined using data on
the city populations from 73 countries in [32] and every
country was characterized by a different �. The range of values
for � is between 0,7 (Guatemala) and 1,7 (Kuwait), with the
mean of � approximately 1,1.

III. METHODOLOGY

The procedure that is followed is mainly based on the
combination of the models described in (1) and (2). Using this
methodology, simulations were built to identify the population
distribution effects on the cost of expanding the network.

A continuous two-dimensional plane is considered. The
square kilometers of the surface are in accordance with the
country or region area actually examined. A network of nodes
(cities) and links (physical backbone connections) shall be
constructed by gradually making it grow. The locations of the
cities are randomly chosen and a gravity model, based on that
developed in [19] and described by (1), was used to construct
realistic backbone topologies. If commercial considerations
govern the laying of telecom backbone, it would first be laid
on routes yielding adequate returns on investment [3].
Therefore, it was assumed that cities are connected in
sequence of population size. As far as the number of links per
new node is concerned, it was decided that connecting with
two nodes is more realistic than connecting with one, thus
increasing the number of rings and independent physical paths
and introducing redundancy in the topology. This assumption
is in accordance with real-world WAN (wide area networks)
measurements found in [4, 5].

Similarly, a population size distribution model is needed in
order to distribute the population in each city. Research in this
area has shown that population distribution follows a Pareto
distribution [31, 32], as discussed earlier in Section 2. The
power-law PDF (probability density function) described in (2)
can be transformed in:

aa yAx
11

�
��                                          (3)

Then, considering x as P (population) and y as rank, that
expression can be rewritten as a power-law:

a
i

a
i rankAP
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In Fig. 1, a typical population size distribution is plotted and
every city’s population can be found deploying (4).

Undoubtedly, using the population to denote the fitness of a
city is just intuitive; more complex demographic and socio-
economic factors are also important for the traffic [28, 34].
The expected traffic can be redefined introducing the
population as intrinsic attribute of cities to compete for links:

2
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T �                           (5)

The above form can now be used to come to a combined

equation of gravity model and Pareto model described in:
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New nodes are gradually introduced in every discrete time
step in the network and connected according to the gravity
model concept. The traffic level for every node pair, between
the new and the previously inserted nodes, is calculated using
(6). Then, the new node is connected with the two nodes
indicating the highest values for T. After inserting all N nodes
in the network, the procedure ends.

As far as the simulations are concerned, three different
population distributions were compared, while keeping the
same area and total population. There were constructed
networks (Fig. 2) for �=0,7, �=1,1 and �=1,7, which are the
lower, the average, and the upper limit of �, respectively [32].

These assumptions led to different number of cities, less for
the highest �. In order to have results that cover the entire
population, the percentage population coverage was increased
in steps of 0,001, with 1000 runs generated for each step and
finally keeping only the average of the length value.

This study focused on the cost of the network, as
represented by the total length of all its edges (trunk lines). It
is obvious that fiber ducts cannot be installed physically
everywhere; normally they must follow the roads
infrastructure. Therefore, there is a need to correct the
Euclidean distances by multiplying with an adjustment road
factor, assuming that on average, real distances (across the
roads) are about 2  times straight-line distances [35]. For
every single topology generated, the total length of the
network was calculated using the following equation:

�
�

�
N

ji
ijij rdBhTotalLengt (7)

where B is the adjacency matrix, d is the shortest geographic
distance, r is the adjustment road factor and N is the number of
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Fig. 3.  Relationship between the network length and the cumulative
population coverage for different population distributions.

Fig. 5.  Real and estimated network length for 50% population coverage.

Fig. 6.  Real and estimated number of cities for 50% population coverage.

Fig. 4.  Estimated network length for different percentages of coverage.

TABLE �I
NUMBER OF CITIES CONNECTED

Country
Real number

for 50%
coverage

Estimation
for 50%
coverage

Estimation
for 90%
coverage

Estimation
for 99%
coverage

Belgium 100 102 418 530
Bulgaria 35 38 426 681
Belarus 14 9 631 3369

TABLE I
COUNTRY CHARACTERISTICS

Country � � Population Area (km2)
Belgium 1,5895 803.750.000 10.296.350 30.528
Bulgaria 1,1140 3.753.500 7.932.984 110.912
Belarus 0,8435 206.140 9.648.533 207.600

cities to be connected.
In Fig. 3 it can be observed how length is increasing while

covering more and more population. The population coverage
at each level of expenditure is in a linear relationship with the
cost for deploying it for high values of �, but this is not true
for lower values of �, where a remarkable exponential
behavior is seen. It is clear that the cost of deployment is very
sensitive to the population distribution in cities. Low values of
� lead to very high total cost of deployment when covering
almost 100% of the population. However, when covering a
smaller part of the population e.g. 50%-90%, the total expense
is moderate and lower than that of high �.

IV. DATASET AND RESULTS

As a preliminary validation of whether or not the present
methodology produces reasonable results, the described
method is applied to three European countries, one with the
maximum, one with the minimum, and another with an average
value of �. The values of � and A were collected from [32] and
the European countries with maximum, average and minimum
�, were found to be Belgium, Bulgaria, Belarus, respectively.
Census data for the validation of the numbers of cities was
obtained from [36] for years 2001 for the first two and 2009
for the third country, and surface area data was collected from
[37]. The countries under examination are approximately of
same total population size, but quite different area and
population size distribution (Table I).

Given that network operators are reluctant to share
information about their physical infrastructure, Google Maps
have been used in order to compute the equivalent network
lengths. The connection rules of the simulation methodology
of Section 3 were followed, respecting the geographic
limitations (i.e. real locations of cities, road restrictions, etc)
and assigning real population sizes to cities. The number of
connected cities, k, for 50%, 90% and 99% of population

coverage was estimated (Table II) using (8). However, the real
number of cities and the real required length were calculated
only for the 50% of population (Table II and Fig. 6), as a
preliminary validation, due to the calculating difficulties in the
cases of 90% and 99%, where there are hundreds of cities to
connect. The algorithm used is:

,max k

� 	%99%,90%,50,:
11


�� ��
��
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j
j

k

i
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There were generated 1000 runs for each of the above
percentages of population coverage of each country and finally
only the average length values were kept. Results are presented
in Fig. 4. The rate of length increase for Belarus is found to be

much higher than Belgium and Bulgaria, as already noticed in
Fig. 3 for countries with low �. On the other hand, Belgium,
with a high �, shows an almost linear relationship between
length and coverage expansion. It is noticeable that there is an
agreement between real measurements and estimated network
lengths (Fig. 5). Also, the agreement in the differences
between lengths and number of cities in each country is
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noteworthy and probably the errors in the length estimation are
due to the errors in cities’ number estimation (Fig. 6).

Civil works account for most of the cost of constructing
fiber-optic cable networks [2, 38]. The cost of investment in
money was estimated assuming that the cost is approximately
20€/m, including ditch, duct, fiber and labor costs, based on
benchmarking from European countries. The resulting costs in
millions of Euros are presented in Table III.

V. CONCLUSION

In  this  paper,  a  simple  and  fast  way  was  provided  to
estimate the cost level for any percentage of population
coverage without the need of detailed data. A variation of the
gravity complex network model combined with the Pareto
population distribution model was used, as a realistic growing
backbone network. After running several simulations and
applying the concept to the case of three European countries,
the illustrated methodology was found to provide realistic
results. Results related to the first 50% of population could be
valuable during the early stages of network rollouts, while
results concerning the last 10% of population appear to be
very sensitive to the population distribution, pointing out that
countries with low “Pareto exponent” will face an additional
obstacle to bridge that digital divide. The findings of this work
could be exploited by telecom managers and engineers, as well
as policy makers and regulators.
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TABLE III
ESTIMATED NETWORK COST (M€)
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